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USAGE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SHIELDS FOR POWER FREQUENCY MAGNETIC FIELD MITIGATION IN
POWER INDUSTRY
M.M.Rezinkina, V.S.Grinchenko,
The Scientific and Technical Center of Magnetism of Technical Objects of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
Industrialna st., 19, PO box 72, 61106, Kharkiv, Ukraine.
The problem of magnetic field induction mitigation on power objects personnel workplaces located close to electrical path-
ways has been considered. Comparison of metal required for shields for the cases of electrical pathways and protected area
screening has been carried out. By computer modeling of magnetic field induction distribution in the system «three-phase
electrical pathway electromagnetic shield» has been calculated. Configurations of the electromagnetic shields reducing in-
dustrial frequency magnetic field induction to sanitary proved level have been offered. References 5, figure 1.
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